Why Shades?

An Analysis of Contemporary Shading Solutions

Solar Gain and View with MechoSystems’ Roller Screens
Energy-efficient transparent shading
The use of glass in buildings has increased.
No longer is the window an energy culprit.
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Protection from solar gain with partially drawn
solar-screen shades (section view).
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View through and under partially drawn rollerscreen shades.
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Protection from solar gain with partially drawn
shades (plan view).

Roll-down manual or motorized shades
provide effective shading of workstations,
monitors, and people by reducing direct
solar penetration. A woven shadecloth No glare on
No glare on
with density and color suitably matchedmonitor
monitor
to the glass permits a view through the
View
unshaded portion of a window, asView
well as
a diminished view through the shadecloth.
This configuration creates a sense of the
outside. Unlike horizontal or vertical blinds,
which will obstruct views at any angle. Fully
lowered MechoShades® or ElectroShades®
offer a panoramic view. A fully raised shade
No glare on
No glare on
can completely disappear with no stack at
monitor
monitor
the top—in contrast with vertical or horizontal
Glare control on the monitor and a view under
partially drawn roller-screen shades.
blinds, which can have an unsightly stack.
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Solar Gain and View with Horizontal and Vertical Blinds
Solar gain and view with horizontal blinds

Total solar gain and view with open horizontal-slat
blinds, offering little heat reduction.

An open horizontal-slat blind (or Venetian
blind) provides little to no solar protection.
The published shading coefficient of an open
Venetian blind reveals that it is similar to
unshaded glass. A Venetian blind is open at 0°,
fully closed at 69°, and ²/³ closed
View at 45°. Tilted
Venetian-blind slats can reduce heat gain, but
the outside view will be reduced accordingly.
Therefore, the reduction
in heat
Viewgain and view
Direct
occurs at an increasingsolar
raterays
when the tilt angle
is more than 25°. Published data indicates
that effective heat gain Direct
can only be achieved
raysobliterated—
when the view has beensolar
almost
especially for someone sitting near the
window wall.

Partial
view

No view

No view

Reduced solar gain and view with partially open
horizontal blinds.

Glare on monitors—view with horizontals

View
Direct solar rays

Total solar gain with open horizontal blinds. Notice
the horizontal striations on the monitor.

Office interiors require computer monitors near
a window wall. Direct and diffused illumination
through and off the surfaces of horizontal-slat
(or Venetian) blinds tends to cause disturbing
Partial
patterns on the screen of monitors.
The solution
view
is to shut the slats of the blinds. However,
the
window wall will become opaque and the view
Partial
obliterated. For a view to the outside,
viewthe blinds
may be raised halfway up, but this condition
will block the top half of the window and
leave the bottom half unshaded. In this typical
configuration, the Venetian blinds are attempting
to simulate a half-drawn roller shade. Generally,
for Venetian blinds to be effective, the entire
view to the outside must be sacrificed.

Horizontal louvers, which produce undesirable
striations on computer monitors.

Solar gain and view with vertical blinds

Total solar gain and view with fully or partially open
vertical blinds. (plan view)

Open vertical louvers are approximately
equivalent to an unshaded window with
similar glazing. The horizontal solar rays
that impact vertical louvers are similar to
the vertical rays on Venetian blinds. The sun
is dynamic and can arc up and around a
window as much as 30° between 11 a.m. and
1 p.m. It is difficult, probably
Viewimpossible, to
manually adjust vertical louvers hourly so that
they are effective. More often, vertical louvers
are left open. In the section
Direct drawing (right),
solarcut-off
rays angle, where
the sun is above the 41°
a reduction in solar gain is not possible.
Below the 41° angle, solar gain is indirect but
not diminished.

Partial
view
Partial
view
No view

A diminished view with partially opened louvers,
resulting in a visual cut-off angle of 41° (section view).

Glare on monitors—view with verticals

View

Total solar gain and view with the use of open vertical
blinds. Notice the vertical striations on the monitor.

The average person’s field of vision is about
160° horizontally and 60° vertically. Because
vertical blinds have a cut-off angle of about
41°, the outside view is dramatically diminished
as people move closer to the window wall.
Solar-lit vertical louvers create striated
View shadows
on monitor screens. To reduce or eliminate the
effect, the louvers must be closed, but the view
Direct solar rays
to the outside will be obliterated. The sun is
dynamic and moves so rapidly over and across
a typical south-facing window that the louvers
must constantly be adjusted. However, when
the louvers are rotated closed, a person’s field
of vision is narrowed to zero—or completely
eliminated.

Open vertical blinds will create disturbing patterns
on computer monitors.
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The single-source solution for shading
MechoShade Systems is the only single-source
designer and manufacturer of solar-shading
hardware, shadecloths, electronic-control
systems, and accessories.
The company has become known for its
shadecloths that:
• are technically advanced.
• provide light control and solar protection.
• offer comfort and views to the outside.
• incorporate a diverse and extensive selection
of colors, patterns, and weaves.
• range from visually transparent to opaque.
• include unique design characteristics to serve
the requirements of new glazing.

EcoVeil® Series—Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM,
100% recyclable, PVC-free, and FR shadecloths
TPO filament

Cut-off material
+20 YEARS

Core yarn
for strength

TPO
coating

Extruder

Heater system
converter

al waste
Cut-off material
TPO powder

Spool cone yarn

Yarn-twisting
process

Pellets

Wide range of shadecloths and densities
Blackout, Dimout, and Film—(0–1% open)
Specialty room-darkening and privacy materials
Equinox™ Blackout Shadecloth
0100 Series
Midnite™ Blackout Shadecloth
0200 Series
MirroFilm™
0600 Series
Classic Blackout Shadecloth
0700 Series
AcoustiVeil™ Shadecloth
0890 Series
ThermoVeil® Basket Weaves—(3–10% open)
2 x 2 basket-weave shadecloths
ThermoVeil® Dense
Basket Weave
1300, 1500 Series
ThermoVeil® Open Basket Weave 2100 Series
ThermoVeil® Vertical and Satin/Diamond
Weaves—(0–3% open)
Technically advanced and lineally woven
shadecloths
ThermoVeil® Vertical Privacy Weave 0900 Series
ThermoVeil® Dense Vertical Weave 1000 Series
ThermoVeil® Reversible
Satin/Diamond Weave 3000, 3200, 3300 Series
EuroVeil® and EuroTwill®—(2–5% open)
Thin, fine screencloths with soft textures
EuroVeil® Basket Weave
5300 Series
EuroTwill® Reversible Weave 6000, 6200 Series
EuroTwill® Reversible Broken Weave 6450 Series

TPO powder

PVC-Free

Heater system

Recyclable

FR

The closed-loop manufacturing cycle of this TPO—thermoplastic olefin—based material allows for EcoVeil®
to be repolymerized and woven again into a new shadecloth or made into something else—endlessly.

The EcoVeil® Series was inspired by the
book Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way
We Make Things by William McDonough with
his associate Michael Braungart, a German
chemist.
EcoVeil® Screens, a member of the EcoVeil®
family, became the first environmentally
certified product of its kind.
The manual Mecho®/5 system with
EcoVeil® is the first complete windowcovering solution to be Cradle to Cradle
CertifiedCM silver by MBDC, McDonough and
Braungart’s firm.

EcoVeil® Naturals, another Cradle to Cradle
CertifiedCM fabrication in the EcoVeil® family:
• is a commercial-quality jacquard weave.
• has a residential aesthetic.
• echoes traditional window coverings made
of natural reeds, grasses, and woven woods.
• became the ﬁrst eco-friendly sun screen
with character and finesse.
EcoVeil® Screens
EcoVeil® Screens
EcoVeil® Screens
EcoVeil® Naturals

0950 Series (1% open)
1350 Series (5% open)
1550 Series (3% open)
8050 Series (1–2% open)

Designer Collection—(2–13% open)
Sophisticated interwoven patterns
Oxford Row
5100 Series
Classic Twill Weave
5200 Series
Antique Linen
5400 Series
Sarah
8200 Series
Dot
8300 Series
Orchid
8400 Series
Bamboo
8600 Series
Swirl
8700 Series

The wide variety of styles in the Designer Collection.

Bogota Series—(5% open)
FR, PVC-free, and Oeko-Tex® Standard 100
Certified shadecloths
Bogota Aluminum Back
0500 Series
Bogota
0550 Series

The EcoVeil® Naturals, like others in the EcoVeil® family, are Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM shadecloths. They
are woven into highly textured jacquards, reminiscent of traditional window coverings made of natural reeds,
grasses, and woven woods.
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